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MODULARITY: THREE ARGUMENTS AGAINST, ONE
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In this article three arguments are offered against the view that language is a
mental module. First, language is not encapsulated vis-a-vis the extralinguistic

reality, as shown by iconicity. Second, language is not encapsulated vis-a-vis the

other cognitive domains, as shown by the pervasive analogies between all these

domains, a fact which suggests their ultimate unity (or 'common source'). Third,

language is not encapsulated vis-a-vis such cognitive domains as logic or social

cognition, because it is not only analogous to, but (partly) identical, or overlaps,

with the latter. Finally, those reasons are exposed that have mis/ed some
members of the field into thinking that language could be a mental module.
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1. GENERAL REMARK

Fodor's (1983) original concept of'mod

ule' has been watered down somewhat, in

sofar as the dichotomy 'a set of modules vs.

the central processor' has been replaced by

a continuum between 'rapid modules' and

'slow modules'; and today, there are not just

modules proper but also 'interface modules'

connecting modules proper. For the mo

ment, at least, the following still seems to

hold: Modules are "domain specific and in

formational1yencapsulated" (van der Zee &

Nikanne, 2000: 4); and 'language module'

equals phonology & synrax, while 'concep

tual system' (or what some people call 'se

mantics') is a module distinct from the 'lan

guage module'. It is this (residual) concept

of modularity that will be scrutinized here.
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2. ICONICITY

Motto: "To account for or somehow explain
the structure ofUG, or ofparticuiar grammars,

on the basis of functionai considerations is a
pretty hopeless prospect, 1wouid think; it is,
perhaps, even 'perverse' to assume otherwise"
(Chornsky, 1975: 58).

It is the primary function oflanguage (= lin

guistic form) to describe extralinguistic re

ality; Biihler (1934) called it Darstellungs

funktion. Iconicity shows that, contrary to

what is claimed in our motto, this function

largely determines the structure both ofUG

and ofparticular grammars.

It is a very old idea that language is a pic

ture of the reality. The vicissitudes of this

idea within the Western linguistic tradi

tion, from antiquity via the Middles Ages

ta the end of the 20th century, have been

described in UHL: Ch. 5. The current con

cern with iconicity is just the latest stage in

this development. Notice that iconicity qua

structural similarity between language and
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reality is an instance of the more general

concept of analogy.

At least the following ontological dimen

sions are relevant to the notion of iconic

ity: quality, quantity, order, and cohesion.

Qualitative ontological distinctions include

'thing vs. action', 'agent vs. patient', 'human

vs. non-human', 'animate vs. inanimate',

'factual vs. non-factual'. Quantitative onto

logical distinctions include 'one vs. many',

'less vs. more'. The basic ontological distinc

tion of order is 'before vs. after'. The basic

ontological distinction related to cohesion is

'perceptually (or causally) close vs. distant'.

These ontological distinctions are genu

inely explanatory. Consider the d.istinction

of order. Ifone event precedes another, this

is an objective fact which cannot be con

strued as a matter of language only. In many

languages, of two events referred to by two

sentences, the temporally prior event must

be referred to by the temporally prior sen

tence; in no language is the opposite the

case. This is a linguistic universal, i.e. part

ofUG (but not of'innate UG'), explained

by iconicity.

Or consider cohesion. Givon (1990: Ch.

13), for instance, has shown that as me type

of causation gets more and more indirect,

me corresponding expressions get less and

less cohesive. Here, however, we shall con

centrate on the logically primary type of

(linguistic) cohesion, namely:

A) Structute-Dependency
Submottos: "There is no a priori reason why
human Ianguage shouId make use exdusively
ofstructure-dependent operations" (Chomsky,
1968: 52); "universals [Iike] strucmre-depen
dency are... cenainly unexpected and non-in
tuitive" (Matthews, 1989: 69); simiIarIy e.g.
Lightfoot (1982: 67-68) and Crain & Naka
yama (1987).
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This is the counter-argument: "The explana

tion of structure-dependence, for instance,

is self-evident. Linguistic structure reflects

perceptual structure, in that they both ex

emplifY what ]ackendoff (1987: 249-251)
calls 'headed hierarchy'. When I see a small

boy eating a red apple, I see the smallness

together with the boy and the redness to

gether with the apple (rather than vice ver

sa), and the NPs of my language (and, pre

sumably, of any language) reflect this fact.

Similarly, when I see a boy eating an apple,

a man kissing a woman, and a dog chasing

a cat, 1 see the boy together with the ap

ple, the man together with me woman, and

the dog togemer wim the cat. The sentence

structures of my language reflect this faet:

mis is me only reason why 1 put the words

boy and apple in the same sentence, instead

of separating them by two sentences speak
ing about the man, the woman, the dog,

and me cat" (CGP: 495-496).
If you are not convinced by the preced

ing quotation, maybe you prefer to be con

vinced by this one:

"If two things react upon each other in our
experience and we want to talk about them,
whatever me device mat is normalIy used for
one (say, X) or for me omer (say, Y), me result
in what we say is going to be an XY or an YX.
The words cat, bite, dog may be arbitrary, but
if a dog bites a cat we can reasonabIy expect
that mese words wilI keep close company ...
because me togemerness of words reflects me
togetherness of mings and events" (BoIinger,
1968: 218).

The same idea is asserted by Givon (1990:
970) and by Croft (1990: 179) with the
aid of such terms 'proximity principle' and

'iconic-distance hypomesis'. The same idea

can also be shown to ultimately underlie

Hawkins' (1999) performance-based prin

ciple of'Minimize Domains'.
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B) Sign Language & Mental Models
In the syntax ofsign language, space is used
to directly represent either real or imagi
nary spatial relations: this happens either
by simply pointing or, for instance, by rais
ing one's hand to represent an upward mo
tion. The language - world relation cannot
get more iconic than that. It is impossible
to assume that between the syntax and the
referent (which stand in an iconic relation
ship to each other) there is somehow an in
tervening (non-iconic, 'digital') level which

first desrroys and then restores the iconic
relationship. This result can be generalized
to the iconicity of spoken language too (ct
above).

It is interesting to note that the syntax
of sign language has in many respects the
same structure as Johnson-Laird's (1983;
1996) mental models. To see this, one only
needs to compare how such meanings as
'A is on the right of B' and 'B is in front
of C' are represented in mental models (cf.
1996: 446-448), and how the same spatial
relations are expressed in American Sign
Language (ct Emmorey, 1996: 175-178).
Needless to say, Johnson-Laird squarely bas
es his concept of 'mentai mode!' on the con
cept of iconicity: "The parts of the [men
tal] model correspond to the relevant parts
of the situation, and the structural relations
between the parts of the model are analo
gous to me structural relations in me world"
(1996: 438; italics added). Mental images
are defined as 'perceptual correlates' of men
tal models.

C) The Iconicity between Preverbal Cogni
tion and Language
The so-called habituation method concen
trates on the direction and duration of the
infant's gaze. It has been used to investi
gate the physical, biological, and psycholog
ical world-views of4-9 month old children

by Spelke, Mandler, ThomaseIlo, and oth
ers (for English-Ianguage and Finnish-Ian
guage surveys, see Itkonen, 2002: 155-157
and 2001: 379-381, respectively).

These results conclusively refute the view
that 'there is no thinking without language'
or that 'language creates thought'. (It is a
different matter that, quite obviously, there
is no abstract thinking without language.)
Moreover, a natural explanation is provid
ed for the fact that in the world's languag
es there are systematic means to express, in
addition to central everyday concepts, such
basic conceptual distinctions as thing vs. ac
tion, animate vs. inanimate, agent vs. pa
tient, causal vs. non-causal, intentional vs.
non-intentional, and so on. The explanation
is that language merely expresses what exist
ed before, namely prelinguistic cognition.

Piagetian developmental psychology starts
from the premise that thinking (qua inter
nal action) is produced by sensori-motor be
havior (qua external action). Now, as shown
by the use of the habituation method, it is
wrong to assume that sensori-motor, e.g.
manual, behavior constitutes some sort of
absolute starting point for the emergence of
thinking. On the other hand, it seems just
as undeniable now as it seemed before that,
once thinking has emerged, there is some
sort of general correlation between the de
velopment of sensori-motor behavior and
the development of thought.

Langer (1980; 1986) is a large-scale lori
gitudinal study of cognitive development
based on sensori-motor evidence. The sub
jects are 6-to-24-month old children who
are investigated at eight separate stages. The
study is based on how children manipu
late either discrete objects like plastic stars,
rings, cups, and spoons or non-discrete ob
jects like balls and rings made of wax. This
manual behavior is accompanied by gaze
and babble.
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Since 1 am interested to know what cogni

tion is like just before the emergence oflan

guage, 1 shall concentrate on one age group,

namely children at the age of 12 months. 1

shall enumerate a number of manual oper

ations that children regularly perform when

they have reached this age.

At the age of 12 months, instead af ma

nipulating just one object, children have

started to manipulate TwO or more objects

(Langer, 1980: 326). The most common

forms of manipulation are joining and sep

arating. Objects constitute a set (more of

ten horizontal than vertical) to whose mem

bers the following operations may be ap

pIied: addition and deletion (p. 314-325,
357-364), substitution and permutation

(p. 337-344). Coordination is manifested

in repeated bipartite operations like pick

ing and squeezing a piece of wax (p. 386
387). Negation and identification are man

ifested e.g. when a child takes a ring ofwax,

squeezes it, and then restores it into its orig

inal shape (p. 386-387). Mastery ofone-to

one correspondence or analogy is manifest

ed when, e.g., TwO spoons are first put into

their respective cups and then taken out (p.

303-309, 339, 348).
It is easy to detect the following linguis

tie analogues. The transition from one to

TwO (or more) objects has its eounterpart in

the subsequent transition from one-word to

two-word utterances. Joining or eombining
is of eoutse the basie syntaetie operation,

but it may be added that, ever since Aristo

tIe, affirmation and negation have been se

mantically eoneeptualized as, respeetively,

the eombination and the separation of the

contents of the subject and the predicate (ef.

UHL: 177). Addition and deletion are op

erations presupposed, inter alia, by the no

tions of optionality and ellipsis. Substitu

tion is presupposed by the notion ofsyntae

tie frame. Permutation is the basis for cor-
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responding word order changes (or 'trans

formations'). Coordination, negation, and

identifieation are expressed by the eorre

sponding types ofsentenees.

It is undeniable that the manual behav

ior deseribed above would not be possible

without eorresponding eognitive proeess

es; it is also clear that manual behavior has

analogues in (subsequent) linguistie behav

ior. Now, it eannot ofeourse be proved that

prelinguistie eognition equally causes the

manual behavior and the linguistic behav

ior, or that the TwO types of behavior ema

nate from some more abstraet souree that

subsumes prelinguistie and linguistie eog

nition. However, it would be artificial and

uneeonomieal to assume, in eonformi

ty with the modularity hypothesis, that a

great number of (nearly) identieal proeess

es are operating independentIy in different

cognitive domains.

The signifieance ofLanger's results resides

in the fact that they may be used to explain

the basie strueture of alllanguages, wheth

er spoken or signed. A sentenee is a combi

nation of words that represent various se

mantic roles. Sentenees exemplify structures

in which words may be replaeed by other

words. Some words are optional, and others

may be moved into a new position. In ad

dition to expressing states of affairs that in

volve (participants exemplifying) various se

mantie roles, sentenees may express identi

fieation; they may be negated; they may be

combined, as in coordination.

D) Additional Confirmation from Jaekend

off& Co.
Motto: "Symax presumably evolved as a means
to express conceptual structure, so it is natural
to expect that some ofme structural propenies
ofconcepts would be mirrored in me organiza
tion of syntax" (Jackendoff, 1992: 39; italics
added).
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Speaking of 'conceptual structure' seems

to be a way to avoid speaking of the extra

linguistic reality. But why should we try to
avoid speaking about it? This is what we in

fact talk about when we use language. We
do not talk abollt conceptual structure, we

talk about reality. The view that language is

about concepts is just a hangover from the
17th and 18th century philosophy. At the
time, it was seriously maintained that if I

sayA dog bit me, I am just saying something
about the concepts of'dog', 'to bite' and 'me'

(cf. UHL: 274), which is ridiculous. On the

other hand, it goes without saying that we

cannot talk about reality an sich, but only
about reality-as-conceptualized. Thus, the

Jackendoff-quotation really amounts to say
ing that the structure of syntax reproduces,

iconical1y, the structure of reality(-as-con
ceptualized).

If there is an iconic relation between A
and B, it does not make sense to daim that

A and B are 'informationally encapsulat
ed' from each other. To reformulate the is

sue in current modular terms, we have con

ceptual structure and syntactic structure (as
part of the language module) as well as the

"conceptual-to-syntactic-structure interface"
linking the two. Van der Zee and Nikanne

(2000) assume a pervasive analogy between

conceptual structure and syntaccic struc
ture. For instance, a verb like send selects its

"syntactic arguments" just like its conceptu
al counterpart selects its "conceptual argu
ments"; and van der Zee and Nikanne insist

(p. 10) that "the linking between these lin
guistic representacions and conceptual struc
tures must be somehow transparent" (italics

added). But if it is transparent (i.e. iconici
ty-based), it cannot be 'informationally en

capsulated', which means that it cannot be
modular.

Let us quote CGP again: "Similarly, hav

ing noted that spatiallanguage makes very

fine distinctions between physical shapes of
objects, but is much less constrained when it

has to express physicallocations and move

ments, Jackendoff (1992: Ch. 6) refuses to

accept this fact as just an aspect of the in
nate linguistic endowment. Rather, he wish

es to explain it by postulating a distinction
between 'what' and 'where' in the organi

zation of spatial representation, and by re

garding the linguistic asymmetry merely as
a refiection of this conceprual asymmetry.

Inconsistently, however, he thinks he has
shown that in this area there is no need for

functional explanations (e.g. explanacions

referring to the efficaey of the asymmetry
in question). He fails to see that his own ex

planation is thoroughly functional, though
in a more general sense: It is the function

of language to speak of the external world
as it has been conceprualized by man" (p.

497; the first emphasis added; cf. also Itko

nen,1995).

3. LANGUAGE - VISION;
LANGUAGE - MUSIC

Claim: "There seems to be no useful analogy

between the theory ofgrammar ... and any

other cognitive system that has so far been

isolated and described" (Chomsky, 1972:

90). Counter-claim: "Figure - ground dif

ferentiation is perhaps the most ubiquitous

mode ofperceptual organization. Indeed,

there is some form of figure - ground diffe

rentiation in all domains ofsensory experien

ce" (Slagle, 1975: 336; italics added).

The 'figure vs. ground' distinction has be
come central to today's cognitive linguistics
(even if the terms 'trajectory' and 'landmark'

are sometimes preferred). This terminology

carries with it a strong methodologica1 com
mitrnent to the ultimate unity ofall types of
perceptual experience, as suggested by Sla

gle above. Such a unity is diametrically op-
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Interestingly, ]ackendoff seems unaware of

the fact that by postulating in this way an

analogy between language and vision, or be-

posed to any form of modularity. The same
is true of the notion of 'perspective', as uti

lized in cognitive linguistics.

In no language is the sentence-structure
entirely 'flat' or string-like. R1.ther, it exem

plifies, to varying degrees, the concept ofhi

erarchy. Insofar as obligatory units can be
considered as heads of those constructions

in which they occur together with optionai
units, the syntactic structure may be quali

fied, more narrowly, as a headed hierarchy.
Taking a de facto anti-modular stand, ]ack

endoff (1987: 249-251) observes the occur
rence ofheaded hierarchies not only in lan

guage, but also in vision and music. In the
same anti-modular vein, van der Zee and

Nikanne (2000: 5-7) point out that head
ed hierarehies oceur not just in linguistie,

conceptual, and spatial representations, but
also in motoric representations.

We see that ]ackendoff seems anxious to

establish the analogy between language and
other cognitive domains and thus, unwit
tingly, to argue against modularity. For in
stance, he claims that "producing visual im

ages is more or less analogous to speech pro
duction", and "linguistic imagety [i.e. 'hear

ing sentences in our heads'] is a precise par
allel to visual imagery" (1992: 11; italics

added). "The relation of images to image

sehemas (SRs) [= 'geometrie' spatial repre

sentations] in the present theory is mueh
like the relation ofsentences to thoughts [=
'algebraie' eoneeptual struetures]" (1996:

10). In other words, we have the following
analogy:

tween language and music, he flatly contra

diets Chomsky, who denies the possibili
ty of any such analogy (ef. above). More

over, analogy is the governing prineiple
not only between, but also inside ]ackend
off-type modules: "The upshot is that the

correspondence between syntax and CS [=
conceptual structure] is much like the corre

spondence between syntax and phonology"

(1996: 7). This (conjoined) analogy may in
tum be represented as follows:

]aekendoff (1996) aeeepts the hypothesis
of dual coding in the sense that eoneeptu
al structure is 'algebraic' whereas spatial rep

resentation is 'geometrie'. We have already
seen that this type of dichotomy is mislead

ing. Conceptual strueture cannot be (entire
ly) algebraie, because it mediates between
morpho-syntax and (the eonceptualization

of) extralinguistic reality which stand in an
iconic (= 'geometric') relation to each other.

The work of David Marr has been in
fluential in the study of vision. His theoty

contains three levels, namely 'computational
theory', 'algorithm', and 'implementation'.

The first of these defines the task, or what

has to be done. The second shows how ir is
done, at the level of abstraet instruetions.
The third shows how the instructions are

carried out by some eonerete mechanism.
The first two levels correspond, respective

ly, to the set-theoretic and algorithmic con
ceptions of a function (cf. CLT: 149-150).
There is a close analogy between linguistics

and the Marr-type theoty of vision insofar
as the three levels mentioned above eorre
spond quite exacdy to three distinct types

of linguistie subdiseipline, namely auton-

conceptual structure

(= 'thought')

syntaxphonology

syntax

image schemas

lmages

thoughts

sentences
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omous linguistics, psycholinguistics, and
neurolinguistics. Each of these three has its
own ontology, on the continuum 'concep
tual > psychological > neurological'. (The
term 'conceptual' is used here in the sense
in which we speak, within analytical philos
ophy, of 'conceptual analysis'.)

It is imponant to realize that the desig
nations of Marr's three levels are likely to
create misunderstandings. The term 'com
putation', as used e.g. by Minsky (1967) in
the titIe of his foundational book, is identi
cal with algorithm. As noted above, the task
to be performed can be defined e.g. in set
theoretic terms, which do not entail com
putations (i.e. 'acts') ofany kind. Therefore
it is unfortunate that Marr applies the term
'computation' to this (de facto non-compu
tational) level. This curious choice of termi
nology may have obscured the basic analogy
between language and vision.

Next, le us turn to music. It is quite easy
to see the analogy between the musical
structures and the linguistic structures, as
suggested by Jackendoff(cf.ltkonen, 1998).
The 'grouping structure' strongly resembles
the constituent structure ofa sentence. The
fact that the same type ofstructure seems to
be "involved in any son of temporal pattern
perception [and production]" Qackendoff,
1987: 221), does nothing to diminish the
importance of this overall similarity. Rather,
it constitutes a general argument for anti
modularity.

The 'metrical structure' is practically the
same in language and in music; for instance,
Jackendoff (1987: 79) analyzes the metrical
structure of the expression American histo
ry teacher as 121141131, in much the same
way he analyzes the opening line ofMozart,

K. 550.
At the level of 'time-span reduction',

the distinction between theme and varia
tion closely parallels that between obliga-

tory and obligatory-cum-optional constit
uents (cf. The boyate an apple vs. The lit
tIe boy hastily ate a red apple); and both
in language and in music, the obligatory
constituents are the 'heads' of their respec
tive domains. It is curious that Jackendoff
does not point this out explicitIy, especial
ly since Sapir (1921: 36), for instance, ap
plied the same term, i.e. 'reduction analy
sis', to the method of finding out the oblig
atory constituents of a sentence. (It may be
added that this method was already prac
ticed by Apollonios Dyskolos, the first syn
tactician of the Western tradition; cf. UHL:
202-203). The 'theme vs. variation' distinc
tion is also paralleled, in the linguistic do
main, by the distinction between a sentence
in its basic form and any of its stylistic vari
ants (The boy ate an apple vs. An apple was
eaten by the boy, It was an apple that the
boyate, etc).

Finally, the distinction between the lev
els of time-span reduction and 'prolonga
tion reduction' parallels that between the
levels of sentence and text (or discourse).
Again, Jackendoff fails to mention this ob
vious fact.

While Jackendoff is content to analyze the
structural aspect of music in chapter 11 of
his 1987 book, he turns to the question of
how music is processed (i.e. heard and un
derstood) in chapter 7 (= 'Musical parsing
and musical affect') of his 1992 book. He

notes explicidy (p. 125) that he will proceed
"by analogy with evidence from the process
ing of language", a problem that he had ad
dressed in chapter 6 of his 1987 book. His
solution is, briefiy, that both language and
music are understood by constructing par
allel interpretations, from among which
one will ultimately prevail. This is cenain
ly plausible.

By now it has become evident that Jack
endoff's overall argument contains the fol-
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Iowing oddity. On the one hand, he contin
uously uses such words as 'analogy', 'simi
larity', and 'parallelism'; and he clearly as
sumes that the plausibility of the hypoth
esis that language is processed in a parallel
fashion supports the hypothesis that music
is processed in the same way. On the other
hand, as a "deeply committed Chomskian"
(1992: 53), he accepts Chomsky's view that
language and (e.g.) music are separate men
tal modules. But this is inconsistent: if Ian
guage and music are independent of each
other, then any similarity between the two
is due to chance; and results achieved in one
domain cannot possibly support hypotheses
abour the other domain.

4. LANGUAGE = SOCIAL
COGNITION; LANGUAGE = LOGIC

Wittgenstein's 'private-Ianguage argument'
proves that rules of language are necessar
ily (and not contingently) public or social
(cf. GTM: 109-113; more succinctly CGP:
475-476). Therefore it does not make sense
to separate language from social cognition.
Chomsky disagrees: "As for the fact that the
rules of language are 'public ruIes', this is
indeed a contingent fact" (1975: 71; ital
ies added). "...our scientist 5 ... studies Ian
guage exacdy as he studies physies, taking
humans to be 'natural objects' " (1976: 183;
italies aded). "[I-Ianguages are] real elements
of particular minds/brains, aspects of the
physical world" (1986: 26; italies added).

Now, let us focus on ]ackendoff. As a
"deeply committed Chomskian" (1992: 53),
he accepts the Iatter's concept af Iinguisties
in general and of I-Ianguage in particular.
On the other hand, he also accepts, in Ch.
4 of his 1992 book, the innateness of some
social concepts, in particular that of 'per
son' (in addition to 'request', 'transaction',
and 'ownership'). Thiscommits hirn to the
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following scenario: "When you meet a per
son, he is a social being; but as soon as he
scarts to speak, be miraculously changes into
a physical, non-social being" (CGP: 476).

As for the relation between language and
logic, it is useful to point out that Paul
Lorenzen's dialogical or game-theoretic con
ception of logic considers formallogic as be
ing a reconstruction, and a refinement, of
some aspects of ordinary language (= "die
angegebenen Dialogregeln rekonstruieren
umgangssprachliches Yerhalten"); cf. Itko
nen (2003: Ch. 4). If this is admitted, it no
longer makes sense to separate Ianguage and
Iogic (as two distinct 'modules'). To be sure,
logic can also be viewed as part of prever
bal cognition discussed above. Bur then it is
iconically expressed by Ianguage and, there
fore, cannot be an 'informationally encap
sulated module' vis-a-vis language.

5. THE PSEUDO-ARGUMENT FOR
MODULARITY: "MODULARITY
IS NEEDED TO EXPLAIN
LANGUAGE-ACQUISITION (= LA)"

A) 'Learning Forms without Meanings'

As shown by iconicity, the linguistic form
(= phonology & syntax) has been deter
mined by its funetion. This is also admit
ted by]ackendoff, at least implicidy: be
cause it is the function of linguistic form
to speak about (the conceprualization of)
the extralinguistic reality, the structure of
the former has come to mirror the structure
of the latter (cf. above). This is just one par
ticular exemplification of the general truth
that the form ofany instrument (e.g. spade)
has been determined by its function (here:

digging earth).
Following Chornsky, ]ackendoff identifies

linguistic form with language tout court.
Now, it does not make sense to concentrate
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on the form ofinstruments alone, in separa

tion of their functions. 50 why is this done

with respect ta language? The answer is giv

en by Matthews (1989: 61):
"Rationalists have typically construed prima
ry data as syntactic in character. Chomsky,
for example, concedes that semantie infor
mation may facilitate syntax acquisition;
however, he doubts that such information
plays any role in determining how learning
proceeds. Chomsky's reluctance to include
semantie information, despite a number of
studies that seem to indicate the relevance of
such information, presumably stems from
worries as to how the learner could possibly
glean a sentence's meaning from the context
of utterance."

The Matthews-quotation has been com

mented upon in CGP: 485--486 as fol
lows:

"Chomsky admits, although reluctantly,

the de facto importance of semantics, but
he dismisses it because he does not know

how ta handle it. Notice what this really

means. There are two positions here: P-l =

'Language-acquisition requires syntax and

semantics' and P-l = 'Language-acquisition

requires only syntax'. Chomsky admits that
P-l is true. P-l excludes P-l, which means

that Chomsky must admit that P-l is false.
However, he does not know how ta handle
(i.e. how ta formalize) P-1. Therefore, he re

jects P-l (which, to repeat, he knows to be
true) and chooses P-l (which he knows to
be false). [...]

It has sometimes been suggested that even
if learnability theory rests on a false assump
tion [i.e. the learning of 'pure forms'], the

precision that it brings ta the study of lan
guage-acquisition is valuable in itself. My

reply is that if someone claims to be able ta

measure the fIarness of the Earth with nan
ometric precision, I am not impressed (be
cause the Earth is not fiat). I much prefer

a less precise but more truthful description
like 'The Earth is roughly spherical'."

Thus, the Chomsky-type modularity as

sumes that there is such a thing as 'learning

forms without meanings'. 5even arguments

are adduced in CGP: 483-485 to prove the

falsity of this assumption.

B) The 'Fact ofLA'

Modulariry is invoked to explain what is

called the 'fact of LA': LA is claimed to be

rapid and based on limited and degener
ate evidence, and even on no evidence at

all (because children are supposed to need
'negative evidence', and - it is claimed 

there is no such evidence because "ungram

matical utterances do not come labeled as
ungrammatical") .

This view ofLA is based on a series offactu

ally false assumptions. First, LA is not rapid
but slow (uniess it is compared to the corre

sponding process in the adults, which would
be a category mistake). 5econd, the data is
neither limited nor degenerate. Third, un

grammatical utterances do come labelled as

ungrammatical.
Concerning the third point, consider this:

"Notice, however, that slips of the tongue
are normally corrected, which could be tak

en ta mean that incorrect forms do come la
beled as incorrect; cf. Wittgenstein (1958,1,
para. 54): 'But how does the observer dis
tinguish ... between players' mistakes and

correct play? ... There are characteristic signs
of it in the players' behavior. Think of the

behavior characteristic ofcorrecting a slip of
the tongue. It would be possible ta recog
nize that someone was doing so even with

out knowing the language.' "(CGP: 479, n.
7). - Once the existence of this phenome
non had been anticipated and hypothesized
about by Wittgenstein and Itkonen, it was
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left to Hokkanen (2001) to empiricallyver

ifY the corresponding hypothesis.

C) 'LA. as Instantaneous'

Finally, the Chomskyan conception of LA.
comains the "simplifYing idealization" that
LA. takes place instantaneously (e.g. 1986:
52). According to this view, LA. contains
only two stages: first zero, then full mastery.
Why is this idealization not just simplifY
ing, but decidedly harmful? Because it con
ceals the fact that LA. comains at least three
qualitatively distinct stages: first zero, then
learning, then mastery:

"The existence of a rule cannot be estab
lished experimentallyor by observing actu
al behavior. Rather, a rule must be learned;
and once it has been learned, it gives us a
criterion with which we may evaluate actu
al behavior as either correct or incorrect. af
course, learning involves both observing and
hypothesizing. But when one has learned
a rule, it is known, which means that one
knows howto act correctly..." (GTM: 43).

As described in this passage, learning to
master a rule-system (like a language) al
ways involves a leap from non-mastery to
mastery. What is this leap? It is the leap
from 'is' to 'ought', or more elaborately, the
leap from observing what is done ta know
ing what ought to be done. This is also the
leap from observation to intuition: first, ob
serving people's speech; second judging, on
the basis ofone's imuitive knowledge oflan
guage, whether people's speech is correct or
not.

If you are not convinced by the preced
ing argumem, maybe you prefer ta be con
vinced by the following version of the same
argument: "The analysis of the linguis
tic scientist is to be of such a nature that
the linguist can accoum also for utterances
which are not in his corpus at a given time.

Esa Itkonen

... He must be able to predict what other ut
terances the speakers of the language might
produce... The analytical process thus paral
lels what goes on in the nervous system of a
language learner, particularly, perhaps, that
of a child learning his first language....; by
a process of trial and error... the child even
tually reaches the poim of no longer mak
ing 'mistakes'. Lapses there may still be 
that is, utterances ... [followed] by simple
partial repetition with the lapse eliminated.
But by the time the child has achieved lin
guistic adulthood, his speech no longer con
tains errors; for he has become an authori
ty on the language, a person whose ways of
speaking determine what is and what is not
an error.... The child in time comes to be
have the language; the linguist must come
to state it" (Hockett 1957 [1948]).

Notice, incidemally,that these few quo
tations from. Hockett are sufficient to de
molish the Chomskyan myth of what the
American pre-generative linguistics looked
like (cf. such charicatures as "non-psycho
logical, non-predictive description ofdosed
corpora"). Notice also that Hockett men
tions as a matter of course the phenome
non hypothesized by Wittgenstein & Itko
nen and verified by Hokkanen.

6. WHY MODULARITY? BECAUSE

CHOMSKYAN LINGUISTICS IS AN
EXPLANANS IN SEARCH OF AN

EXPLANANDUM

"Once the reader has reached this poim,
he may have staned to puzzle over the na
ture of Chomskyan linguistics: it is a psy
chological or even biological theory with
out any psychologica1 facts, a theory look
ing for universal features, but telling in ad
vance that whatever it will find, is unex
plainable. In my opinion, these puzzling as
pects of Chomskyan linguistics can be un-
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derstood only if they are put in an histori

cal perspective....
... If the rnind is assurned to rest on a neu

rophysiological foundation, and if language
is declared to be a module of the rnind, and
if syntax is declared to be the central mod
ule of language, then it might almost seem
that one has indeed acquired the right to
study English syntax and call it neurophys
iology.

In the present context it is less important
that Chomsky's theory ofsyntax has under
gone several modifications. What is impor
tant, is the fact that while he has continued
ta analyze the syntax ofEnglish by means of
self-invented sentences which his own lin
guistic intuition deems either correct or in
correct, his interpretation of, and justifica
tion for, what he is doing has changed com
pletely: from anti-mentalist distributional
analysis he has moved first to mentalist syn
tax and then to biology.

Once generative syntax had been invent
ed, something had to be done with it, i.e. it
had to be used to 'explain' something. With
the passing of time the explanandum has
been conceived of in increasingly ambitious
terms: having started with distributional ar
rangements ofEnglish morphemes, Chom
sky has now arrived at theoretical biology.
Seen in perspective, innatism and modular
ity are not claims with empirical content.
They are just excuses for Chomsky not to
do anything different from what he has al
ways done" (CGP: 498; italics added).

Let us clarify this alittie. Biology, psychol
ogy, and linguistics (= distributional analy
sis) were three clearly distinct disciplines,
when Chomsky started, and this is how he
tao viewed the situation at first (and how it
should still be viewed). But then came his
'psychologistic' tum: He created the con
cept of 'competence', which was defined to
be a psychological concept identical with

the grammar composed by the grammar
ian. Now distributional analysis had be
come psychology. Then came his 'biologis
tic' tum: He created the concept of 'mod

ularity', intended ta capture the general bi
ological sttucture of the rnind, and defined
language as one module, totally independ
ent of anything else that the mind might
contain. Now distributional analysis had be
come biology. (In the meantime, he had de
creed that UG can be investigated on the ba
sis of one language only, which meant that
the study of English became the study of
UG.) Why did he perform all these breath
taking redefinitions? Because he wanted his
theory to be all-encompassing, but did not
want to do anything different from what he
had always done (= intuition-based distri
butional analysis ofEnglish).
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MODULAARISUUS: KOLME ARGUMENTTIA VASTAAN, YKSI NÄENNÄISARGUMENTTI
PUOLESTA

Esa Itkonen, Yleinen kielitiede, Turun yliopisto

Tässä artikkelissa esitetään kolme argumenttia sitä käsitystä vastaan, että kieli olisi "in

formationaa1isesti eristynyt moduuli": kielen rakenne heijastaa ikonisesti kielenu1koisen

maailman ja lasten esikielellisten käsitteiden rakennetta; kielikyvyn rakenne on
periaatteessa sama kuin näkökyvyn ja musikaalisen kyvyn rakenne; kielikyky lankeaa yh

teen loogisen kyvyn ja sosiaalisen kyvyn kanssa. (Siispä nämä neljä kykyä eivät voi olla
kielestä kokonaan irrallisia moduuleja.) Modulaarisuushypoteesin puolesta on esitetty se

pseudoargumentti, tetä sitä tarvitaan kielenoppimistapahtuman selittämiseksi. Mutta
sen todellinen tarve voidaan ymmärtää vain Chomskyn henkilöhistoriasta käsin. Eng

lannin syntaksin intuitioperustainen kuvaus voidaan tulkita maailman kaikkia kieliä

koskevan teoreettisen biologian harjoittamiseksi vain sillä ehdolla, että yhden kielen kat
sotaan luotettavasti edustavan kaikkia kieliä ja tämä kieli (jonka perusta on väistämättä

biologinen) oletetaan moduuliksi, so. ilmiöksi, jota sopii tutkia ottamatta mitään muuta
ilmiötä huomioon.

Avainsanat: modulaarisuus, analogia, ikonisuus
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